Abstract: This study investigates the asymmetric distribution of hurricane boundary layer height scales in a storm-motion-relative framework using global positioning system (GPS) dropsonde observations. Data from a total of 1916 dropsondes collected within four times the radius of maximum wind speed of 37 named hurricanes over the Atlantic basin from 1998 to 2015 are analyzed in the composite framework. Motion-relative quadrant mean composite analyses show that both the kinematic and thermodynamic boundary layer height scales tend to increase with increasing radius in all four motion-relative quadrants. It is also found that the thermodynamic mixed layer depth and height of maximum tangential wind speed are within the inflow layer in all motion-relative quadrants. The inflow layer depth and height of the maximum tangential wind are both found to be deeper in the two front quadrants, and they are largest in the right-front quadrant. The difference in the thermodynamic mixed layer depth between the front and back quadrants is smaller than that in the kinematic boundary layer height. The thermodynamic mixed layer is shallowest in the right-rear quadrant, which may be due to the cold wake phenomena. The boundary layer height derived using the critical Richardson number ($R_{ic}$) method shows a similar front-back asymmetry as the kinematic boundary layer height.
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1. Introduction

The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is the turbulent layer close to the Earth’s surface that is influenced by surface friction. Physical processes in the ABL play an important role in regulating the atmosphere at both weather and climate scales, including hurricanes. The top of the ABL (i.e., the boundary layer height) is a key parameter that determines the vertical distribution of turbulent mixing in numerical models that require a boundary layer parameterization. In numerical models where turbulent fluxes are parameterized using a first-order K-profile method, the boundary layer height is usually defined as the height at which the bulk Richardson number ($R_{ic}$) reaches a threshold (typically 0.25), where $R_{ic}$ is defined as the ratio of buoyancy to shear forcing [1–3]. Note that this Richardson number method was also previously used in observational studies to determine the boundary layer height in non-hurricane conditions [4–8].
Under non-hurricane conditions when vertical profiles of turbulent intensity and/or flux are measured, the boundary layer height is usually taken as the height where the magnitude of the turbulence parameter is much smaller (~95%) than that in the surface layer. Note that the surface layer height is usually taken as 10% of the ABL height [9]. Without turbulence data, the height of the temperature inversion layer is generally used to define the boundary layer height, in particular, under unstable conditions [9–12]. Since passive scalars are accumulated in the ABL, large gradients of temperature and water vapor occur at the inversion layer capping the ABL [13,14]. Above the inversion layer, a rising air parcel typically becomes neutrally buoyant.

The top of the stable or neutral boundary layer is more difficult to determine than the unstable convective boundary layer. The boundary layer height is typically defined using the vertical gradient of virtual potential temperature with a threshold [4,15–17], when flux data are not available. This method has been widely used when radiosonde data are available. The parcel method developed by Holzworth [18] was also used in previous studies to estimate the boundary layer height using radiosonde data [15,19,20]. Remote sensing data (e.g., lidars, radars, sodars, and wind profilers), although sometimes ambiguous, can also be used to determine the boundary layer height when other types of data are not available [21–24].

In hurricane conditions, it is even more difficult to acquire direct turbulence measurements due to safety issues and measurement constraints. Multi-level turbulent intensity and flux data that can be used to estimate the boundary layer height are scarce in hurricane conditions. The only in situ data of this kind was collected in regions either 100 km away from the hurricane eyewall or in weak tropical storms [25–28]. Note that a new airborne Doppler radar dataset from the Imaging Wind and Rain Airborne Profiler (IWRAP) is able to provide three-dimensional winds, deep into the hurricane boundary layer, at high resolution (~200 m horizontal and 30 m vertical), which will be useful for characterizing the boundary layer height using dynamical metrics [29,30].

Dropsonde data have been used to estimate the hurricane boundary layer height scales in previous studies [31]. Zhang et al. [31] pointed out differences between the kinematic boundary layer height denoted by the height of the maximum tangential wind speed ($h_{uv_{max}}$) or inflow layer depth ($h_{inflow}$), and the thermodynamic boundary layer height denoted by the mixed layer depth ($z_i$). Of note, $h_{inflow}$ is taken as the height of strong inflow layer where the inflow strength is equal to 10% of the maximum inflow [32]. Furthermore, $z_i$ is taken as the height where the vertical gradient of the virtual potential temperature ($\theta_v$) is equal to 3 K km$^{-1}$, a widely used approach in non-hurricane ABL studies [4]. Ming et al. [33] confirmed the result of Zhang et al. [31] by analyzing a smaller number of dropsonde data in Pacific typhoons.

Previous modeling studies on air-sea coupling processes of individual tropical cyclones (TCs) showed an asymmetric distribution of the boundary layer structure relative to the storm motion, suggesting that the boundary layer is more stable in the right-rear quadrant [34,35]. Although a significant number of observational studies have documented the mean boundary layer structure of individual hurricanes [27,36–41], the variability of the ABL structure as a function of azimuth remains to be explored. The objective of the present study is to investigate the asymmetry of the boundary layer structure in a storm-motion-relative framework with a focus on the boundary layer height scales. This study is a first attempt to analyze the motion-induced asymmetry of the boundary layer heights in a climatological sense by compositing dropsonde data collected in multiple hurricanes. The results of this study will be useful for improving our understanding of the low-level structure of hurricanes and providing composite analyses that can be used for model evaluation and physics improvements [42].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the dropsonde data and the composite analysis methodology. The dropsonde composites used to compute the boundary layer heights are shown in Section 3, which is followed by the discussion and conclusion in Section 4.
2. Data and Composite Methodology

Dropsondes are typically deployed from research or reconnaissance aircraft at a height of ~3 km (i.e., 700 hPa), with a descending rate of ~10 m s\(^{-1}\) and a vertical sampling resolution of ~7 m. During the process of descent, atmospheric profiles of pressure, temperature, relative humidity, and horizontal winds are collected by the dropsonde. The accuracy of pressure, temperature, relative humidity and horizontal wind speed are ±1.0 hPa, ±0.2 °C, ±5%, and ±0.5 ms\(^{-1}\), respectively [43]. The dropsonde data used in this study are from the Hurricane Research Division (HRD) archives and have been quality controlled using the Editsonde and/or ASPEN programs.

In this study, a total of 7326 GPS dropsonde profiles collected by research aircraft in 37 TCs from 1998 to 2015 are analyzed. The storm intensity is obtained from the hurricane best track database produced by the National Hurricane Center (NHC). The storm tracks processed by HRD, which combine the best track storm locations with aircraft center fixes, are used in the analysis. We linearly interpolate the storm intensity, center and motion from the track data to the dropsonde time. For the composite analysis of the inner-core structure, the dropsonde profiles must meet the following requirements: (i) They have measurements of wind speed, temperature, and humidity from flight-level all the way to the surface with no data gaps, (ii) the maximum sustained wind speed (i.e., storm intensity) from NHC’s best track is larger than 64 kt (Cat 1 strength), and (iii) the sondes are deployed within four times the radius of maximum wind speed (RMW). A total of 1916 dropsonde profiles are used in the final composite analysis after this screening. Note that the RMW data used in this study are calculated based on the flight-level data following [44]. Table 1 summarizes the storm information and numbers of dropsondes used in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Storm</th>
<th>Intensity Range (kt)</th>
<th>No. of Sondes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0298</td>
<td>BONNIE</td>
<td>98.6–100.0</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0498</td>
<td>DANIELLE</td>
<td>65.0–73.1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0598</td>
<td>EARL</td>
<td>79.6–83.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0798</td>
<td>GEORGES</td>
<td>65.0–131.1</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1398</td>
<td>MITCH</td>
<td>139.1–139.6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0399</td>
<td>BRENT</td>
<td>101.9–111.4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0599</td>
<td>DENNIS</td>
<td>67.1–90.0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0899</td>
<td>FLOYD</td>
<td>81.3–122.5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1399</td>
<td>IRENE</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
<td>ISIDORE</td>
<td>66.1–110.0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003</td>
<td>FABIAN</td>
<td>100.0–125.0</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303</td>
<td>ISABEL</td>
<td>79.6–140.0</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0304</td>
<td>CHARLEY</td>
<td>64.1–120.4</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0604</td>
<td>FRANCES</td>
<td>87.6–124.7</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0904</td>
<td>IVAN</td>
<td>105.0–145.0</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104</td>
<td>JEANNE</td>
<td>85.0–105.0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0405</td>
<td>DENNIS</td>
<td>71.6–84.5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1205</td>
<td>KATRINA</td>
<td>100.0–150.0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1805</td>
<td>RITA</td>
<td>123.4–146.5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0906</td>
<td>HELENE</td>
<td>80.0–98.3</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0708</td>
<td>GUSTAV</td>
<td>75.3–111.7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1708</td>
<td>PALOMA</td>
<td>79.1–125.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0309</td>
<td>BILL</td>
<td>105.3–115.0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0710</td>
<td>EARL</td>
<td>71.8–121.1</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1310</td>
<td>KARL</td>
<td>71.6–76.9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0911</td>
<td>IRENE</td>
<td>72.7–104.6</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td>RINA</td>
<td>81.8–100.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0912</td>
<td>ISAAC</td>
<td>64.0–70.0</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812</td>
<td>SANDY</td>
<td>65.0–74.5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>INGRID</td>
<td>65.0–70.9</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0114</td>
<td>ARTHUR</td>
<td>67.8–82.4</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0314</td>
<td>BERTHA</td>
<td>64.6–70.0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0414</td>
<td>CRISTOBAL</td>
<td>65.0–67.0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0614</td>
<td>EDOUARD</td>
<td>72.5–101.5</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0814</td>
<td>GONZALO</td>
<td>106.9–125.0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0415</td>
<td>DANNY</td>
<td>105.7–106.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115</td>
<td>JOAQUIN</td>
<td>75.0–120.0</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The dropsonde distribution relative to the storm center is shown in Figure 1, with observation locations rotated with respect to the storm motion direction to the top of the figure. Figure 1 shows nearly evenly distributed data at motion-relative azimuths at all radii, although more dropsonde data are located close to the RMW (i.e., r/RMW = 1). The dropsonde data are composited in four motion-relative quadrants defined clockwise from the storm motion direction, as right-front, right-rear, left-rear and left-front (Figure 2). The storm characteristics in terms of frequency distribution, including the storm intensity $V_{\text{max}},$ RMW, storm translational direction, and storm speed are presented in Figure 3. Storm intensities range from 65–150 kt, sizes in terms of RMW range from 10–65 km, and translational speed ranges from 2–20 ms$^{-1}$. The mean storm intensity for the whole sample is 105.5 kt, the mean RMW is 28.5 km, and the mean storm translational speed is 5.27 ms$^{-1}$.
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**Figure 1.** Storm-relative two-dimensional distribution of dropsonde surface observation locations. Cross- and along-track positions are normalized by the radius of maximum wind at the time of observation. The arrow indicates the storm motion direction.
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**Figure 2.** Radial distribution of dropsonde counts per bin as a function of normalized distance by radius of maximum wind speed (RMW).
In this study, we use the same composite methodology as Zhang et al. [31] to construct the radial-vertical profiles of virtual temperature ($\theta_v$), tangential wind, radial wind, and Richardson number in four quadrants relative to the storm motion. When compositing the data, the radial bin width is $0.2 \, r^*$ ($r^* = r/RMW$) for the inner core ($r^* < 2$), and it is $0.4 \, r^*$ for the outer part. The data are also bin averaged vertically at 10 m resolution. The final averaged data are also smoothed with three passes of a 1-2-1 filter, instead of five passes as in Zhang et al. [31]. The data sampling sizes for different quadrants are displayed in Figure 2 as a function of normalized radius and height. The largest sample size is located in the vicinity of the eyewall as expected. Figure 2 also indicates that the data samples for the four motion-relative quadrants are similar.

Figure 2. Radial distribution of dropsonde counts per bin as a function of normalized distance by radius of maximum wind speed (RMW).

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of dropsondes according to the corresponding (a) storm intensity, (b) radius of maximum wind speed (RMW), (c) storm speed, and (d) storm direction rotated clockwise with 0° pointing to the north.

3. Results

The storm-motion-relative normalized radius-height representation of the tangential wind speed is displayed in Figure 4. The tangential wind first increases with height to a maximum value then decreases with height in all four motion-relative quadrants. This tangential wind maximum has been called the boundary layer jet [45,46]. The maximum tangential wind speed is largest in the right-front quadrant and it is smallest at the right-rear quadrant. Specifically, the peak values of the tangential wind speed are 53.5, 55.8, 52.6, and 44.3 ms$^{-1}$ for left-front, right-front, left-rear and right-rear quadrant, respectively. The fact that the front quadrants have stronger tangential wind speeds than the rear quadrants in a storm-relative framework is consistent with previous theoretical studies [45–48].

It is also evident from Figure 4 that the jet height, $h_{vt\text{max}}$, has a trend of decreasing with smaller $r^*$ values in all four motion-relative quadrants. This result further supports the findings of Zhang et al. [31] in terms of the radial variation of the hurricane boundary layer height, which may be applied in the asymmetric sense. Interestingly, $h_{vt\text{max}}$ is higher in the front quadrants than in the rear quadrants, which may be associated with the stronger tangential wind speed in the front quadrants. Specifically, $h_{vt\text{max}}$ increases from ~600 m at a radius of $r^* = 1$ to ~1200 m at a radius of $r^* = 2$, then slightly increases with increasing radius in the front two quadrants. In the left-rear quadrant, $h_{vt\text{max}}$ is ~100 m smaller than in the front two quadrants at $r^* = 1$, and increases with radius to ~800 m at $r^* = 2$, then increases to ~900 m at $r^* = 4$. In the right-rear quadrant, $h_{vt\text{max}}$ is the lowest among all four quadrants, and it
gradually increases from ~400 m at radius of $r^* = 1$ to ~600 m at radius of $r^* = 2$, and increases to ~800 m at $r^* = 4$.

The normalized radius-height representation of the radial velocity for the four motion-relative quadrants is displayed in Figure 5. The peak values of the radial wind speed are $-18.5$, $-18.7$, $-13.5$ and $-15.4$ m s$^{-1}$ for left-front, right-front, left-rear and right-rear quadrant, respectively. These peak inflow values are located at ~100 m altitude between $r^* = 1$ – 2 and closer to $r^* = 1$, which is consistent with the axisymmetric structure documented by Zhang et al. [31]. In addition, a pronounced outflow of 5–10 m s$^{-1}$ can be seen in all the four quadrants above the inflow layer. The inflow is stronger in the front quadrants compared to the rear quadrants, which is consistent with previous theoretical and numerical studies [46–48]. Observational studies of individual hurricanes also showed similar front-back wind asymmetry [37,38,49].

The inflow layer depth, $h_{\text{nflow}}$, which is depicted by the white line in Figure 5, shows a decreasing trend with decreasing radius in all four motion-relative quadrants. It is also evident from Figure 5 that, $h_{\text{nflow}}$ is larger in the front two quadrants than in the rear two quadrants. Specifically, $h_{\text{nflow}}$ evolves similarly in left-front, right-front and right-rear quadrants from an altitude of ~600 m to an altitude of 900–1200 m with highest heights in the right-front quadrant and lowest heights in the right-rear quadrant. However, $h_{\text{nflow}}$ remains nearly constant (~500 m) with a slightly negative trend in the left-rear quadrant. This result suggests that the asymmetric distribution of $h_{\text{nflow}}$ follows that of $h_{\text{vtmax}}$. From Figures 4 and 5, the maximum tangential wind speed in the eyewall region is close to the top of the inflow layer in all quadrants.

The thermodynamic mixed layer depth, $z_i$, is depicted by the white line in Figure 6 that shows the normalized radius-height representation of the vertical gradient of theta-vertical ($d\theta_v/dz$). In all quadrants, the boundary layer is unstable near the surface as indicated by the negative value of $d\theta_v/dz$. Above this very shallow unstable layer, the boundary layer becomes nearly neutral up to the mixed layer depth and then becomes stable. There is a strong stable layer inside the RMW above the mixed layer at heights of 600–2000 m with $d\theta_v/dz > 5$ K/km. This strong stable layer is shallowest at the right-rear quadrant among the four motion-relative quadrants, which may be tied to the cold wake phenomena observed in the sea surface temperature (SST) field [50–52]. On average when the storm motion of a hurricane is ~6 m s$^{-1}$, which is the average value of our data, the typical SST close to the cold wake region at the right-rear quadrant is of the order of 1–2 K smaller than the front quadrants based on in-situ data [53]. The smaller SST in the right-rear quadrant would stabilize the low-level boundary layer due to a reduction in surface enthalpy fluxes.

In all four quadrants, $z_i$ decreases with distance toward the storm center, in a similar manner as the kinematic boundary layer heights. This result again supports that of Zhang et al. [31] and Zhang et al. [54]. From Figures 4–6, it is clear that $z_i$ is much smaller than $h_{\text{nflow}}$ and $h_{\text{vtmax}}$ in all quadrants, the kinematic and thermodynamic boundary layer heights largely depart from each other, as noted by Zhang et al. [31]. This structure is different from that of the ABL in non-hurricane conditions. Close to the eyewall region ($r^* < 1.5$), $z_i$ is nearly symmetric with a value of ~200 m. Outside the eyewall, the left-front quadrant has the largest $z_i$ while the other three quadrants have similar magnitudes of $z_i$. In the outer radii ($r^* > 3$), $z_i$ is largest in the left-front quadrant and is smallest in the right-rear quadrant. There is a weak front-back asymmetry in $z_i$, which is similar to the asymmetric distribution of the kinematic boundary layer height, but the mixed layer depth difference is less than ~100 m.

The storm-motion-relative normalized radius-height representation of the bulk Richardson number is displayed in Figure 7. Here the height of $Ric = 0.25$ is taken as the top of the boundary layer ($h_{\text{Ric}}$), which is depicted by the solid white line in Figure 7. The front-back difference in $h_{\text{Ric}}$ is clearly shown in Figure 7 with the front two quadrants displaying a deeper boundary layer, consistent with the other height scales investigated earlier. Combining Figures 4–7, it appears that $h_{\text{Ric}}$ lies between the thermodynamic mixed layer depth and the kinematic boundary layer height, which agrees with the axisymmetric structure documented by Zhang et al. [31]. The left-front quadrant has the deepest boundary layer while the right-rear quadrant has the shallowest boundary layer, in terms of $h_{\text{Ric}}$. At
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Figure 4. Composite analysis result of the relative tangential wind velocity as a function of altitude and the normalized radius to the storm center for the four quadrants relative to the motion direction. The panels show the left-front (a), right-front (b), left-rear (c) and right-rear (d) quadrants. The white dashed line in each panel depicts the height of the maximum tangential wind speed varying with radius.

Figure 5. Same as in Figure 4 but the results are for the relative radial wind velocity as a function of altitude and the normalized radius to the storm center for the four quadrants relative to the shear direction. The panels show the left-front (a), right-front (b), left-rear (c) and right-rear (d) quadrants. The white line in each panel represents the height of 10% peak inflow.

Figure 6. Same as in Figure 4 but the results show the lapse rate of the virtual potential temperature. The panels show the left-front (a), right-front (b), left-rear (c) and right-rear (d) quadrants. The thick white line denotes the contour. The contour denotes the constant contour of $\frac{d \theta_v}{dz} = 3/ K \ km^{-1}$.
Figure 5. Same as in Figure 4 but the results are for the relative radial wind velocity as a function of altitude and the normalized radius to the storm center for the four quadrants relative to the shear direction. The panels show the left-front (a), right-front (b), left-rear (c) and right-rear (d) quadrants. The white line in each panel represents the height of 10% peak inflow.

Figure 6. Same as in Figure 4 but the results show the lapse rate of the virtual potential temperature. The panels show the left-front (a), right-front (b), left-rear (c) and right-rear (d) quadrants. The thick white line denotes the contour. The contour denotes the constant contour of $d\theta_v/dz = 3 \text{ K km}^{-1}$.

Figure 7. Same as in Figure 4 but the results are for the Richardson numbers as a function of altitude and the normalized radius to the storm center. The panels show the left-front (a), right-front (b), left-rear (c) and right-rear (d) quadrants. The white line shows the contour of 0.25.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The ABL plays an important role in the energy transport processes related to hurricane intensification and maximum intensity [32,55–60] and it is essential to understand the ABL structure. This paper analyzes a total of 1916 GPS dropsondes within four times the RMW distance from 37 hurricanes over the tropical Atlantic basin from 1998 to 2015 to study the characteristic height scales of the ABL with respect to the storm-motion direction. Figure 8 is a schematic diagram that summarizes the height scales investigated in this study based on the composite dropsonde analysis. The results show a clear departure between thermodynamic and kinematic boundary layer heights with the thermodynamic boundary layer height much shallower than the kinematic boundary layer height. Supporting the findings of Zhang et al. [31] based on the symmetric analysis of the dropsonde data, our results show that the hurricane boundary layer height increases with increasing radius in a storm-relative framework. This observed variation of boundary layer height with radius supports the theoretical scaling of a rotating boundary layer [46,59,61–64] in an axisymmetric framework. Our results indicate that this scaling also holds in a motion-relative asymmetric distribution of the boundary layer height.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the characteristic height scales of the hurricane boundary layer for the four quadrants relative to the storm motion. The height scales are based on the composite analysis of the dropsonde data. 

In the eyewall region, all height scales show relatively small asymmetric distribution. The weak asymmetry is found in the kinematic boundary layer heights (\(h_{\text{vtmax}}\) and \(h_{\text{inflow}}\)) that are slightly smaller in the left-rear quadrant than in other quadrants. All height scales demonstrate similar front-back asymmetry outside the eyewall region, in that the two front motion-relative quadrants have a deeper boundary layer. The front-back difference in the thermodynamic boundary layer height is smaller than
that in the kinematic boundary layer height. The mixed layer depth being smallest in the right-rear quadrant may be due to the SST cooling effect in this quadrant where the cold wake is located, following the argument of previous modeling studies [35,52].

The boundary layer height derived using the critical Richardson number ($R_{ic}$) method shows a similar asymmetry as the kinematic boundary layer height, confirming that turbulence in the hurricane boundary layer is mainly shear driven. Consistent with Zhang et al. [31], our results suggest that the hurricane research community should use the kinematic height scales to represent the top of the boundary layer instead of the thermodynamic mixed layer depth typically used in non-hurricane conditions. Kepert [65] and Kepert et al. [66] discussed the limitation of using thermodynamic mixed layer depth to represent the boundary layer height in numerical models, which is in agreement with our observational findings here.

Our results in terms of the asymmetry of maximum tangential and radial wind speeds in the boundary layer generally agree with previous theoretical and numerical studies [46–48]. Our result in terms of front-back asymmetry in the velocity fields also agrees with previous observational case studies such as the ABL structure in Hurricanes Mitch (1998), George (1998), Isabel (2003) and Daniel (2008) as shown by Kepert [37,38]. Although previous studies did not focus on the boundary layer height asymmetry, their results indicate a similar structure of the inflow and inflow layer depth as well as the height of the boundary layer jet. The surface wind asymmetry is consistent with Uhlhorn et al. [67] who analyzed stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR) data, as well as Klotz and Jiang [68] who analyzed satellite data. The inflow asymmetry near the surface is consistent with the result of Zhang and Uhlhorn [69], who studied the characteristics of surface inflow angle in both axisymmetric and asymmetric framework.

Note that Zhang et al. [54] investigated the asymmetric structure of the hurricane boundary layer in relation to the environmental vertical wind shear. They focused on investigating how boundary layer thermodynamic structure is tied to the upper-level convection in an energy-cycling paradigm. They also studied the asymmetry of the boundary layer height scales relative to the environmental shear direction and found that the kinematic boundary layer height scales are larger in the downshear direction than in the upshear direction, while the thermodynamic boundary layer height scale is slightly larger left of the shear than right of the shear. The boundary layer being deeper in the downshear quadrants may be tied to the asymmetric distribution of convection that is usually initiated in the downshear-right quadrant and propagates to downshear-left quadrant [70]. The boundary layer is deeper in the quadrants where stronger convection occurs. Following this argument, storm-motion induced asymmetry of the boundary layer height scales may also be linked to asymmetric distribution of convective activity relative to storm motion, although storm motion and environmental wind shear are very different parameters.

The asymmetric structure above the boundary layer (i.e., convection) in tropical cyclones with respect to storm motion have been extensively studied using radar observations in both case studies and composite analysis studies. For instance, Jorgensen et al. [71] utilized flight-level data and found maximum upward mass transport in slow-moving storms occurred to the right of motion, with equal amounts occurring in the front and rear of the inner core. Our composite analysis supports strong convection occurs in the right-front quadrant, as both the maximum tangential wind speed and maximum inflow strength occur in this quadrant. Marks et al. [72] found that the maximum upward vertical velocities were in the left-front quadrant of Hurricane Norbert (1984). Marks [73] found that the maximum precipitation of Hurricane Allen (1980) in the eyewall region was in the left-front quadrant, while the maximum precipitation of Hurricane Elena (1985) was in the right-front quadrant. Through examining the patterns of reflectivity in the eyewall region of Hurricane Olivia (1994), Reasor et al. [74] found that the maximum radar reflectivity was located in the left quadrants relative to the motion direction, which was consistent with the structure in Hurricane Gloria (1985) documented by Franklin et al. [75]. Our composite analysis shows that the strongest inflow in the boundary layer is located in the front quadrants, which support large vertical motion and strong
convection due to mass continuity. Overall, it is hypothesized that the asymmetry of boundary layer inflow and jet strength are tied to the asymmetry of convection and precipitation.

Furthermore, the composite analysis result showing the front-back asymmetry of the boundary layer heights supports the theoretical argument that the boundary-layer convergence is larger in the front quadrants relative to the storm motion direction [45,47]. The surface wind asymmetry related to storm-motion effect induces the asymmetry of surface drag forcing, which in turn affects the distribution of boundary layer convergence and convection. Larger wind speed observed in the front quadrants induces larger turbulent mixing in the boundary layer, which supports larger kinematic boundary layer height according to dynamic scaling [42,45].

Of note, the combined effects of storm motion and environmental wind shear on the asymmetry of the boundary layer structure remains to be understood due to the limitation of data sampling size at the current stage. Future studies will combine the dropsonde and Doppler radar data to investigate the linkage between the boundary layer and convective processes and their asymmetry relative to both the storm motion and environmental wind shear. The extent of asymmetry of the boundary layer structure to the storm motion speed will also be evaluated when more observational data are available than those used in the present study.
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